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I. INTRODUCTION

Our society requires the ability to communicate everywhere. Social networks and globalization even strengthen this need. Upcoming next generation networks (NGNs) [1] provide the required base infrastructure. Yet, current communication software is built on top of basic protocols and available encoders/decoders. Further mechanisms, such as signalling, have to be coordinated and configured by the application developer. Thus, the development of such software is a non-trivial task. Due to the fact that proprietary implementations do not share a common application programming interface (API), developers have to change the application for later integration of novel protocols. This leads to inflexible and incompatible software.

In this work, we present the novel multimedia middleware Instant-X. In contrast to related work, Instant-X introduces a programming model with an API that abstracts from specific multimedia communication protocols and technical details. This eases development and allows reusing and replacing protocols without changing the application code. Instant-X uses OSGi [2] as a component platform providing multimedia functionality in terms of services according to the service oriented architecture (SOA) [3]. This allows dynamic deployment of components, such as provider- and network-specific ones. These are dynamically discovered, selected and loaded with our OSGi for the Cloud (OSGi4C) platform [4]. We advocate that only an integrated middleware, such as Instant-X, is able to implicitly manage the dynamic coordination and configuration of multiple multimedia application components, which highly eases application development.

II. INSTANT-X

In the following, we sketch our Instant-X approach with respect to our programming model and the generic API. The former is illustrated by a small example.

A. Programming Model

There are three fundamental elements of our programming model: binding, session and context.

A binding is the local endpoint of a single application represented by a uniform resource identifier (URI). The binding is responsible for activating this URI (e.g., register a session initiation protocol (SIP) URI and keep this registration alive). A finite state machine reflects this expiring activation (e.g., keep-alive interval for SIP registration).

A session represents a peer-to-peer (P2P) relationship between two or more actors (i.e., the participants). The actors are uniquely identified by URIs, such as a SIP URI [5]. These URIs are encapsulated in bindings. Thus, the session refers to its local binding and contains the URI of a remote binding. Analogue to the session term of the ITU-T X.200 standard [6], a session is mandatory for connection-as-well as connection-less-mode communication (e.g., streaming vs. instant messaging). Again, a finite state machine represents the state of the P2P relationship.

A context contains optional parameters for session and binding. For example, the credentials needed for registering a SIP URI.

B. Generic API

The basic idea of our Instant-X platform is a generic API with different protocol implementations.

Each task of the API (e.g., signalling) is encapsulated into a separate OSGi bundle exporting the functionality as an OSGi service (see Figure 2). Whereas the programming model remains the same, various protocols may be used without changing the application itself. Through this loose coupling of protocols (i.e., protocol services) according to the SOA paradigm, we gain a high reusability of code. The underlying OSGi infrastructure with our OSGi4C platform takes care of dependencies and resolves them automatically. Figure 2 illustrates our approach with a Voice over IP (VoIP) example. The VoIP application itself is an ordinary OSGi bundle using our generic Instant-X API. Behind this API there are different protocol services for signalling and data transmission, such as the InterAsterisk eX-change version 2 protocol (IAX2) [7], SIP [5], H.323 [8], RTP and the user datagram protocol (UDP). According to the supplied URI from the application, our generic API selects the appropriate service for the specific protocols. For this purpose, the OSGi service registry is used. In case of a missing service, our OSGi4C platform automatically tries to discover and download the needed OSGi bundles [4]. This process is transparent for the VoIP application. If no appropriate protocol bundle is found, an exception will be returned.
This generic API allows developing applications, which remain unchanged, even in case of protocol changes. Thus, integrating upcoming protocols or enhancing applications to existing standards afterwards is not a big issue. This highly eases application development.

C. Programming Model Example

Figure 3 outlines a SIP-based VoIP application implemented with Instant-X. The example shows a SIP session between alice@a.com and bob@b.com on Alice’s side. For the purpose of clarity, the data transmission is indicated by a greyed-out RTP session. However, the RTP session is handled analogue to the SIP session described below.

Initially, the VoIP application creates a binding (i.e., a SIP binding). For this purpose, our generic Instant-X API transparently calls the underlying protocol implementation. Then, the VoIP application registers itself as listening application for incoming sessions. In this example, the SIP binding uses a TCP binding.

In addition to the two participating actors, the SIP infrastructure requires communication with other network entities, such as registrar and proxy. Thus, the SIP binding uses a registrar session according to our session definition. In order to transmit signalling messages to the remote actor, e.g., bob@b.com, the application creates a SIP session with the initially created SIP binding. Depending on the context, the SIP session sends the messages directly to the destination or uses a proxy session for sending the messages via the SIP proxy. Incoming signalling messages arrive at the SIP binding, which informs the registered application. The messages are passed to the application in terms of a SIP session. If there is none it will be created. Additionally, the SIP binding takes care of registering the local URI at the SIP registrar. For this purpose, it uses a registrar session. In our example, this registrar session internally uses a TCP session to transmit the registration messages.

III. RELATED WORK

There is a lot of software supporting the development of multimedia applications by providing basic components, such as multimedia codecs. For instance, DirectX [9] provides COM components, and Java media framework (JMF) [10] as well as Apple Quicktime [11] provide Java libraries. JMF even supports RTP for multimedia streaming. Still, these mechanisms have to be coordinated and configured.

NGN defines a communication architecture where service-related functions are independent from underlying transport-related technologies with a separation of control functions [1]. One example is the IP multimedia subsystem (IMS). Unlike IMS, we do not distinguish between signalling sessions and contained media objects. Thus, our approach actually reflects real-world protocol implementations, such as IAX2, and we provide an even more generic API. The Java specification request (JSR) 281 [12] defines a high-level IMS Services API for easier development of applications. Yet, it strongly focuses on SIP and RTP as basic protocols.

The Network-integrated Multimedia Middleware (NMM) is a middleware for distributed multimedia services [13]. It focuses on home entertainment and allows discovering available devices. These can be integrated into a multimedia flow graph, which describes the media flow from the source to the target. Due to the fact that signalling is part of the media stream, signalling protocols such as SIP cannot be used with all features (e.g., call referral). Unlike Instant-X, NMM does not provide a generic API and thus does not allow dynamic replacement of underlying protocols at runtime.

There are approaches for generic APIs for dedicated purposes. Quartz [14] provides a generic interface for QoS management and Noja [15] one for data transmission. Yet, both systems are restricted to specific parts or certain protocols of multimedia applications. The idea of Instant-X is to provide an integrated fully-fledged solution.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented Instant-X, a novel service-based middleware for distributed multimedia applications in NGNs. Instant-X provides a novel programming model with a generic API for essential multimedia application tasks with respect to signalling and data transmission. This API abstracts from concrete implementations, which allows replacing protocol implementations without changing the application code. This highly eases developing multimedia applications. For our prototype, OSGi bundles provide multimedia functionality in terms of services. This allows sharing common multimedia tasks in multiple applications according to the SOA paradigm. Instant-X offers dynamic deployment of unavailable protocol implementations. Altogether, it builds a powerful platform for spontaneous communication applications.
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